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1. Introduction
Let g: (C", 0) ~ (C, 0) and h : (Cm, 0) ~ (C, 0) be isolated singularities. We define
the direct sum (resp. direct product) g Q h (resp. g ~ h): (Cn+m, 0) ~ (C, 0) by
g Q h(x, y) g(x) + h(y) (resp. g ~ h(x, y) g(x). h(y)). Then the Milnor fiber of
g Q h is the join space of the Milnor fibers of g and h. In particular,
03BC(g ~ h) = 03BC(g)· J1(h). Moreover, M. Sebastiani and R. Thom [ 14] proved that
the monodromy operator of the singularity f Q g is equal to the tensor product
of the monodromy operators of the singularities h and g. A. M. Gabrielov [3]
obtained a description of the intersection matrix of the singularity f p g in
terms of the intersection matrices of g and h (with respect to distinguished bases).
P. Deligne proved (see [1]) the tensor product formula for the variation
operator Varg~h (-1)nm Varg (D Varh, which is equivalent to the tensor
product formula of the Seifert forms proved by K. Sakamoto [13], who
extended the Sebastiani-Thom result to nonisolated singularities and considered
also the direct product case [12].
In this paper we consider the following general situation: let g: (C", 0) ~ (C, 0)
and h: (C’, 0) ~ (C,0) be arbitrary germs of analytic functions and let
p: (C2, 0) ~ (C, 0) be an analytic germ in two variables. Then we determine the
topological type of the Milnor fiber of f = p(h, g): (C"+ ’, 0) ~ (C, 0) in terms of
the Milnor fiber of g, h and p. (Theorem Ll) and the zeta function of f in terms of
the algebraic monodromies of g and h and the Alexander polynomial of the
(algebraic) link determined by p (Theorem L2).
It is surprising that if we consider arbitrary global polynomials g : Cn ~ C,
h: Cm ~ C and p: C2 --+ C (with some minor restrictions), we reobtain the same
statements about the topological type of the generic fiber of f
p(h, g) (in terms
of the generic fiber of g, h resp. p) and the zeta function of the global monodromy
operator (around all bifurcation points) of f (in terms of the global monodromies
of g and h and the Alexander polynomial of the fiberable link at infinity of p).
In the global case M. Oka [11] studied the direct sum and direct product of
weighted homogeneous polynomials. In his particular case the only bifurcation
point of a polynomial map is {0}. In the general case it is very hard to determine
the bifurcation set of a polynomial P (i.e., the minimal set Ap such that P is
=

=

=

=

2

locally trivial over C - Ap) and the generic fiber of P. This happens because Ap
contains beside the critical values also some other "atypical values", and the
behaviour of the fibers near the atypical fibers depends not only on the local
data on these fibers but on the behaviour of P at infinity as well.
Therefore it is important to emphasize the fact that the generic fiber and the
zeta function of f
p(g, h) can be computed without studying the behaviour of g
each
bifurcation point separately.
around
resp. h
This paper can be considered as a continuation of [9] in which the author
consider the global direct sum case proving that the generic fiber of f = g Q h is
the join of the generic fibers of g and h and the global algebraic monodromy
(over Z) is induced by the join of the global geometric monodromies of g and h.
The technique of the proofs is more or less similar to the proof of Theorems A,
B and C in [8], where we considered the case of singularities of type f p(g, h)
where (g, h): (Cn+1,0) ~ (C2, 0) is an isolated complete intersection singularity.
Instead of repeating parts of these proofs, we shall refer the reader to that paper
at some steps in our proofs.
=

=

2. The main results. Local

case

2.1. Let g: (C", 0) ~ (C, 0) resp. h: (Cm, 0) ~ (C, 0) be analytic germs with Milnor
fiber G resp. H. Let p: (C2, 0) ~ (C, 0) be an analytic germ in two variables
(denoted by c and d) with Milnor fiber P. In this note we suppose that P is
connected, i.e., if p = pl··· pmrr is the prime decomposition of p, then g.c.d.
(ml, ... , m,) 1. In this case P has the homotopy type of a bouquet of
1
,u p
x p circles.
We define nc 0 if c is a factor of p and nc
the intersection multiplicity
In
otherwise.
we
define
fact, ne is the number of points
mo( p, c)
Symmetrically
na .
of the intersection P n {c 0}.
Our first result is the following
=

=

-

=

=

=

Ll.

~

=

The

The

Milnor

fiber F of the analytic germ
f p(h, g): (C" x Cm, 0) (C, 0) defined by f(x, y) p(g(x), h(y)) has the homotopy
type of a space obtained from the total space of a fiber bundle with base space P and
fiber G x H by gluing with the natural applications to a fiber G x H ne copies of
Con G x H and nd copies of G x Con H (here Con X denotes the cone over X).
THEOREM

=

proof is given in §4.

2.2. REMARK. The assumption about the connectedness of P is not essential
because if P has k connected components then p (p’)k, hence we can use our
theorem for f ’ p’(h, g), and the Milnor fiber of f is composed of k disjoint
copies of the Milnor fiber of f’. (Moreover, for the zeta functions we have
=

=

03B6f(03BB)=03B6f’(03BBk)).

3
2.3. COROLLARY. The Euler characteristic

2.4. EXAMPLES.

=

SI

=

c

+ d, then we obtain the direct

sum case

space of G and H).
c·d then nc = nd 0, hence F is a fiber bundle over
p
x R - SI with fiber G x H. The characteristic map of the fiber bundle can

(the join
(b) If
P

(a) If we take p

of the fiber F can be computed by:

=

=

be identified with m9 x mh-1 (mg and mh are the geometric monodromies of
h) (see [12], or our proof in §4).

g resp.

G * H(nc, nd) the space obtained from G x H by
gluing naturally nc copies of Con G x H and nd copies of G x Con H (e.g.
G*H(1,1) G * H). In our construction given in Theorem Ll we identify the
fiber G x H with the fiber over the base point * of P. Since (P, *) S1, *), the
P
of
the
fiber
be
identified
with
the
total
bundle over can
total space
space of a
81.
fiber bundle (with projection map u) over
Suppose that nc 1 and nd 1. Then G * H(n,, nd) is connected; let *’ be a
base point in it. Since the natural inclusion G x H 4 G * H(nc, nd) is homotopical
to the trivial map G x H ~ *’, the spaces u-1(S1) over each circle can be
identified with the nonreduced suspension of G x H with both vertices in *’.
Therefore
2.5. REMARK. We denote

by

=

Um,

V03BCP

type of F does not depend on the characteristic maps
of the fiber bundle u.
We note that in this case (i.e., if nc: nd 1= 0) F is connected even if G or H is not.
If G and H are connected spaces, then 03C01(F) ~
the free group with
at
fact
we
an
have
isomorphism
level 1tl induced by
yp generators. (In
In particular, the homotopy

03C01(V03BCpS1) ~

u =

(g,h): F~P.)

2.6. In what follows we want to determine the zeta function of the
this, we introduce some notations.
Let

(induced by

For

(Mh)*:(H,C) be the algebraic monodromies
geometric monodromies m. resp. mh) of g resp. h, and (g resp.03B6h

(Mg)*:H*(G,C)
the

germ f.

resp.

4

the

corresponding zeta functions defined by

Define

Eq,i E Aut Hq(G x H, C) (i

=

1, 2) by

and

Consider the irreducible

decomposition of p in the form p pm11pm22pm33 p,:r
where p1=c, p2=d, m10, m20, mi1 if i3 (i.e., m1=0 iff c is not a
factor of p). In a sufficiently small sphere we can consider the associated
multilink L(m) = (83, m1K1 u m2K2 ~···~ mr Kr) with natural orientation, as in
[2]. Let 0394(03BB1, ..., 03BBr) be the Alexander polynomial of the link
L
(83, K1 U K2 ~··· u Kr) (i.e., u i Ki is composed of the link of p completed
by the link components determined by {cd 0) if those are not components of
P).
=

...

=

=

THEOREM L2. The

zeta function of f

is

determined by

0 then 03B6g(03BBnd) = 1 resp. 03B6h(03BBnc)
1).
We note that A is well defined only up to multiplication by monomials
therefore the above equality is modulo + 03BBi.

(if nd resp.

The

ne

=

=

proof will

be

±03BBi11

given in §4.

2.7. EXAMPLES. If p

=

c

+

d, then 0394(03BB1, À,2, À,3) = 03BB103BB203BB3 - 1, hence

...

03BBirr,

5

type:

The Alexander

polynomial is given by 0394(03BB1, ...,03BBr)=(03BBl1103BBl2203BB ··· 03BBlrr-1)r-2
where l1 = s, l2 = t, 13
= lr = st [2, p. 96]. Therefore
=

...

To each monic polynomial P(03BB) = (03BB - 03B11) ... (À - ar) with 03B11, ..., ar e C* we
assign the divisor D(P) = ~03B11~ + ... + ~03B1r~ in the integral group ring ZC*.
Define D(P/Q) D(P) - D(Q) and Dl D(03B6l) for1 = g, h and f The application
a ~ 03B1s(s~N*) induces a Z-linear map (·)S:ZC*~ZC* defined by
(03A3nk~ak~)s=03A3nk~ask~. We define also the Z-linear map (·)1/s:ZC*~ZC*
With
where
(s~N*) by
these notations we have D(03A0)= (r 2). (Dsg· Dth)1/03A3mklk.
Since (03A3mklk)(r- 2) = -/(P - {cd- 0})=-x, we obtain the formula
=

=

(03A3nk~ak~)1/S=03A3k03A3sj=1 nk~akj~,

{03B1kj}j={03B1:03B1s=03B1k}.

-

3. The main results. Global

case

3.1. Let g: Cn~ C and h: Cm

~

set

A,

=

{c1, ..., ci) (resp. Ah

=

C be

polynomial maps. Then there exists a finite

{d1, ..., ds}) such that g: C"

-

g-1(039Bg)

~

C -

Ag

6

(resp. h: Cm - h-1(039Bh) ~ C - Ah) is a Coo locally trivial fibration. Let p: C2 _ C
be a polynomial map in two variables (denoted by c and d) such that p depends
effectively on both variables.
In this case the degree of the projective closure p-1(e) of p-1(e), the
multiplicity numbers m[0:1:0]p-1(e), m[1:0:0]p-1(e) and the tangent cones of
p-1(e) in [0:1:0] resp. [1:0:0] are independent of the choice of e E C. Denote:
Tc

=

{c0: the line {c = C0}

is in the tangent

Td

=

{d0: the line {d do 1

is in the tangent

We work with the

cone
cone

of p -l(e)

in

[0:1:0]},

of p

in

[1:0:0]}.

(e)

following

3.2. ASSUMPTIONS

Note that if [0:1:0] ~ p-1 (e) (resp. [1:0:0] ~p-1(e)) then the tangent cone in this
point is considered to be the void set. Hence in this case the assumption A,
(resp. Ad) is automatically fulfilled.
Define the following numbers:

Then

a

generic fiber p - ’(e) has exactly ne intersection points with a line {c

=

cil.

3.3. Let G(resp. H) denote the generic fiber of g (resp. h), and P the generic
fiber of p. Suppose that P is connected, i.e., p cannot be factored as q 0 p’ for some
polynomials p’: C2 ~ C and q: C - C, with q of degree k 2.
With the above notations and assumptions we have the following

THEOREM
Gl. The generic fiber F
of the polynomial map
f p(g, h): C" x cm --+ C defined by f(x, y) p(g(x), h(y)) has the same construction
as the local fiber described by Theorem Ll, i.e., F has the homotopy type of a space
obtained from the total space of a, fiber bundle with base space P and fiber G x H by
gluing naturally to a fiber G x H the space G * H(n,, nd).
=

=

The

proof is given

in

§5.

3.4. EXAMPLES. (a) If p c + d then our assumptions are fulfilled,
1, hence F - G * H. This result was, in fact, our starting point in the
ne
nd
of
study global Sebastiani-Thom type theorems [9].
=

=

=
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Let c0 ~ 039Bg and d0 ~
tions. In this case also nc

(b)

Then p = (c 1. Therefore,
nd

039Bh.
=

=

coxd - do) verifies
by Remark 2.5,

our

assump-

3.5. REMARK. A careful inspection of the proof of Theorem Gl shows that we
have a nice description of the generic fiber F also in some cases when the
Assumptions are not fulfilled.
Suppose that the assumption Ac is not fulfilled, but A, {c1} contains only
one point. In this case Theorem G 1 is also true if we replace nc by
=

degp-’(e) - m[0:1:01(c - CI’ p-1(e)) (the

second term denotes the intersection
of
the
curves
at
multiplicity
projective
[0:1:0]) where e is a generic value in C.
In particular, if A, = {c1} and Ah = {d1} and we take p
(c - c1)(d- dl),
then nc = na 0 and we reobtain the global analogue of (2.3.b).
=

=

3.6. Consider a large circle Sg
{z: Izl Rg} such that A,, c {z: Izi R.J. Then g
is a locally trivial fibration over S,, with characteristic map mg. This global
geometric monodromy induces the global algebraic monodromy operator
(Mg)*: H*(g - l(R,,), C) with zeta function 03B6g(03BB). In the same way we define
(Mh)* and 03B6h. With the same formulae as in the local case we define
Eq,i E Aut Hq(g-1(Rg) x h-1(Rh), C), (i 1, 2).
=

=

=

3.7. The main obstructions in the computation of the zeta function of f = p(h, g)
in the global case (if we want to follow the local model) are:
(i) the Milnor fibration of p at infinity in general does not exist (e.g., for any
bEC, the link at infinity determined by p c2(c - 1)2d - c = ô is not fiberable),
(ii) even if the link determined by p-1(03B4) is fiberable for some ô, its fiber
(minimal Seifert surface of the link) is topologically different from the generic
fiber of p (e.g. if p = c(cd -1), then only the link of p -1(0) is fiberable, and the
fiber of this bundle is the threefold punctured 2-sphere; but the generic fiber is
the twice punctured 2-sphere.)
For this reason we consider only "good" polynomials p [6][7].
=

3.8. DEFINITION. [6] [7]. The polynomial map p: C2 ~ C is called good if, for
any 03C3~C, for some disk D 3 band some compact subset K of C2 pl P -1(D) - K
is a trivial fibration.
If p is good, then all the fibers p-1(03B4) define the same link at infinity (up to
isotopy), denoted by !l’(p, oo). Moreover, there is a Milnor fibration at infinity
(defined by ~p=pB|p|:S3R-p-1(03B40 ~ S1, R » 0, 03B40~C). The fiber of this
fibration can be identified with the generic fiber of p (modulo a collar) [7].
If we fix a compact C, ~ C - T,, then it is easy to verify that for R sufficiently large, the fibers - 1(e203C0i03B8) meet the circles {c col n S’ (for all
c0~Cc) transversely in si. In particular, we can consider the circles
K, = {c col n Si(co ft Tc) and K, {d d0} n S’ (do ft Td), R » 0, hence the
=

=

=

=

8

isotopy type of the link K, u Kd U 2(p, 00) is well defined and the fibers of Op
meet transversally the (virtual) components K. and Kd. Therefore, if we replace
the link (Si, 2(p, oo)) by the multilink

1 for the multilicities of the components of
take me md 0 and m
2(p, oo) (we have no singular components!), then the fibers of the (fiberable)
multilink L(m) can be identified with {~p- 1(e203C0i03B8) - Ke u Kd}03B8.
Let A(Â 1, À,2,
03BBr) be the Alexander polynomial of the link (SR,
u
Ke Kd U 2(p, (0», 2(p, oo) has r - 2 components, 03BB1 resp. À,2 corresponding

where

we

=

=

=

...,

to

Ke

Kd).

resp.

THEOREM G2. Let g, h and p be as above such that A,, Ad arefulfilled and p is
good. Then the zeta function of the global monodromy operator of f is determined
by the same formula as in the local case:

3.9. REMARK. We note that (Si, 2(p, oo)) (and also (L(m)) has an RPI-splice
diagram [7], hence A can be computed by [2]. Moreover, nc (resp. nd) can also be
determined by the splice diagram of 2(p, oo), where K,(resp. Kd) appears as
virtual link component, as nc = lm(K,)I(resp. nd |m(Kd)|).
=

If p(0) 0, p is convenient and has a nondegenerate Newton
principal part infinity, then it is good, and the data nc, nd and A depend only
on the Newton principal part at infinity [10].
c’ + ds + 03A3Si+tjst aijcidj, then ( depends only on the
For example, if p
c’
ds.
Therefore
+
principal part
3.10. EXAMPLE.

=

at

=

4. Proof of the results

Proof of
that Bn03B51

Theorem LI. We choose 81
=

{z~Cn:|z| 03B51} (resp. Bm03B51)

(resp. h : Bmn h-1(D~1
Let 0

0

~

&#x3E;

is

- {0}) D"l - {0}) is a
~

e, be so small that g(BÉ)
small
~1
enough so that:
E

0 and 0 ~1 « 81 sufficiently small such
a Milnor-ball for g (resp. h) and

c

D~1,

c~-fiber bundle.
h(Bm) c Dnl and finally

we

choose

9

(i) Bn03B5 n g-1(D~- {0})

~

D, - {0}

resp.

Bm n h

-’(Dl - {0}) D, - {0}
~

are

C°°-fiber bundles,
D~ x D~ is equivalent with a Milnor-ball for p, i.e., for Ibl small, (D, x D,,
p-1(03B4)~D~xD~) is homeomorphical with the standard pair (Milnor-ball,

(ii)

P-1(03B4))
(iii) there exists

a

(deformation)

retract

such that

The existence of such a (deformation) retract can be proved in the usual way
(see for example [8]) by integration of a vector field v(z) with the following
properties: Re~v(z), z~ ~0 and v(z) is tangent to g-1(g(z)). The existence of such a
vector field is locally ensured by the Curve Selection Lemma [5], then by a
partition of unity we glue to a global field).
Denote F03B5,03B4 =f-1(03B4) n BE x B,.. Obviously u(F03B5,03B4) c D~1 x D pli where
u = g x h. We take b &#x3E; 0 sufficiently small so that:

(a) p - 1 (ô) is

a

Milnor fiber in both squares

D~1x D~1and D" x D,,

(b)p-1(03B4)~{cd=0}~D~xD~.
Firstly we prove that u-1(D~ x D,) n F03B5,03B4 is a deformation retract in F03B5,03B4.
Indeed, the restricted product map

is

trivial fibration. Therefore the natural deformation retract
Dt:p-1(03B4)o~p-1(03B4)0, t~[0,1], with Do = id, im D1~p-1(03B4)~~(D~ D~) has a
a

lifting

locally

10
we define h.
Then the composed map (x, y)~(g x h)t(x, y) defines a deformation
retract of u-1(D~ x D~) n F,. in F £,6.
If we take 0 ~’ ~, 0 E’ e, (~’, e’) with the same properties as (~, E) then
using the above argument again we obtain that, for ô sufficiently small, the
inclusion u-1(D~’ x D,,) n F£’,6 c u-1(D~ x D~) n F£,6 admits a deformation retract, hence the inclusion F03B5’,03B4 F£,6 is a homotopy equivalence.
Therefore {Bn03B5 x B. 1,, is a system of Milnor neighbourhoods for f [4]. In
particular, F£,6 has the homotopy type of the "standard" Milnor fiber of f [op.

Similarly

cit.].
Consider the map u: u-1(D~ x D~) n F£,6 ~ D, x D~ n p-1(03B4).
The restricted map is locally trivial over p-1(03B4)- {cd =0} with fiber G x H.
Over the points p - 1 (ô) n {c 01 the special fiber of u is the product space
(central fiber of g) x (Milnor fiber of h). Let P’ c p-1(03B4) n D, x D~ be such that
the inclusion is a homotopy equivalence (P’ can be chosen to be a bouquet of
circles with base point *) and P’ n {cd 01
0. Then by a standard argument
[8, 3.2.6] F has the homotopy type of a space obtained from u-1(P’) by gluing to
the fiber u-1(*)#p-1(03B4)~{c=0} copies Con G x H and # p-1(03B4) ~{d = 0}
copies of G x Con H.
=

=

Proof of Theorem L2.
sufficiently small and 0

We denote D
b « il,

=

=

{cd

=

01 - D, x D..

Then for il

&#x3E;

0

(fiber-isomorphic) locally trivial fibrations of pairs of spaces. (The proof is
similar to the one in [8,2.2.1].)
Let P~=~p- 1(1) and let * be a point on P. - D. Then we have the following
are

exact sequence of groups:

Since u: B£ x Bm03B5 n u-1(B2~a

D) ~ B2~

- D is a locally trivial fibration, we have

monodromy representation

The generators of ZZ are chosen so that (1, 0)
the link component {c 01 (resp. {d 01).
=

=

(resp. (0, 1)) is a small meridian of

11

By the inclusion

~B2~ - p-1(0)~D B2~ - D, Aq Hq(G x H, C) becomes a
=

03C0=03C01(~B2~ - p-1(0) ~ D, *) module, hence also a n’ 03C01(P~ - D, *) module.
Let g~03C0 be such that ~*(g)=1. Then the maps 03C1q(g):Aq~Aq and
cq(g): n’ ~ 7r’, h ~g-1 hg induce an automorphism of the exact sequence:
=

Let

us

Then

But

define

repeating the arguments of the proof of Theorem B [8]

5. Proof of the

Proof of

Ap

to the

similarly

=

C

[op. cit.]

we

obtain that

have

global results

Theorem G1. We start with

some

notations:

the bifurcation set of p, i.e., Ap is the minimal set such that
p: C2 - p - ’(AP) ~ C - Ap is a locally trivial fibration.

Obviously,
C 2 - A.

proof of Theorem

we

u

= g x h: C"

x

Cm - C x C is

a

locally

trivial fibration

over

12
Let

e ft A f and consider the restricted projections

03C0g:pr1|p-1(e):p-1(e)~ C with bufurcation set Sg

c

C,

03C0h:pr2|p-1(e):p-1(e) ~

c

C.

C with bufurcation set

Sh

From the definition of the set 039Bf and our assumptions Ac and Ad we get that
is an
Sg~039Bg=~ and Sh~039Bh=~. Therefore
(unramified) covering space of degree nc such that A. c C - S9.
Let D1, ..., D, be small closed c~-embedded disks in C - Sg with centers at
the points (ci)i=1,...,t and with radius so small that they are mutually disjoint.
For all i
1,..., t let 11 be a C 00 -em bedded interval in D C - (S g U i int Di)
from a base point c0~D (with property: pr203C0g- l(CO) n Ah
QS) to a point Ci on
is a
ôDi such that 1 ~ili can be contracted within itself to co, Bg =
deformation retract of C. Then for each Pi~03C0-1g(c0) = {(c0,d’i)~p-1(e),
i
1,...,nc} we have a section Sg,i: B9 ~ p-1(e), sg,i(c0) Pi, 03C09 Sg,i idBg.
From the definition of the set A f and from the choice of the value co we can
construct the set Bg such that pr2 ° Sg,i(Bg) n Ah = 0 for each i
1,..., ne.

03C0g:p-1(e)-03C0-1g(Sg)~C-Sg

U

=

=

=

l~~iDi

=

=

0

=

=

=

5.1. LEMMA.

(u-1(Sg,i(Dj)),

Lemma. As a first step we prove that
(g-1(Dj) x H, G x H)(j 1,...,t; i 1,..., Mj.
Indeed, if Di is sufficiently small then prz 0 Sg,i(Dj) can be considered as a
subset of a contractible set in C - 039Bh. Therefore h is trivial over pr2 - sg,i(Dj),
hence there exists a diffeomorphism (h, 03C8h): h-1(pr2 sg,i(Dj)) - pr2 sg,i(Dj) x H
(H h-l(prz 0 sg,i(cj))) such that t/Jh|H idH. Then

Proof of the

u-1(Sg,i(cj))) ~

=

=

=

is the wanted

=

diffeomorphism.

Its inverse is

Now the first equivalence follows from the fact that Sg,i(l) n A
0, Sg,i(l) is
c
contractible and u is locally trivial over C2 - A. The facts that A9 B. and the
inclusion B. c C admits a deformation retract imply the second equivalence.
The third one is trivial.
Similarly we can construct the set Bh with base point do and sections
Sh,j: Bh ~ P-1(e) such that sh,j(d0) Qj, 7th Sh,j idBh ( j 1,..., nd).
=

=

o

=

=
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Let -4
~iSg,i(Bg) ~ Ujsh,j(Bh). Note that we can suppose (by the definition
of A f ) that the intersections sg,i(Bg) n sh,j(Bh) are void.
It is easy to see that there exists a subspace W = {bouquet of circles with base
space *} in p -l(e) - f!4 such that W is a deformation retract in p - ’(e). Let
=

1(k

=

to the

nd) be c~-embedded intervals in p-1(e) from the base point *
points Pi (i 1, ..., nc) and Qj (j 1, ... , nd) such that 1= ~klk can be
1,

...,

ne +

=

=

contracted within itself to *, W wcan be contracted within itself to and the
p-1(e) admits a (strong) deformation retract. Then using
the above lemma and the fact that u is locally trivial over C2 - A we get that
(u-1(i u Sg,i(Bg)), u-1(*)) ~ (Con G x H, G x H), (i 1, ..., ne);

inclusion ~ ~

=

where G x H is identified with u-1(*). Since W is a deformation retract in
and u is locally trivial over , the result of Theorem Gl follows.

p-1(e)

Proof of Theorem G2. Similarly to the local case [5] it can be proven that if
good then the fibration determined by the restriction of p over a large circle
(of radius R) is equivalent to the Milnor fibration at infinity in a sphere
whose radius is sufficiently large in comparison with R. [6], [7], [10]. Hence
we
can
identify the spaces p-1(e)- , p-1(e)-~ipi ~~jQj and
~p-1(1) - {c c0} ~ {d dol. If we observe that the monodromy "around B g
(i.e., the one induced by the path l1~D1l-11l2~D2l-12···) is exactly the
global monodromy of g, then the theorem follows from a combination of the
proof in the local case (§4) with our global construction.
p is

=

=
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